The functions of type IV pili (TFP) are mediated by cycles of extension and retraction. The 11 coordination of these cycles remains mysterious due to poor quantification of TFP dynamics. Here we 12 fluorescently label the TFP in the opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa and track the full 13 extension and retraction cycles of individual TFP to quantify their dynamics. We test several models for 14 the switch between extension and retraction using quantitative experiments, biophysical modeling and 15 genetics. We invalidate the prominent hypothesis that this switch is triggered by surface contact. Instead, 16
Introduction 23
Type IV pili (TFP) are amazing molecular machines that extend and retract extracellular 24 polymers used for many biological functions [1] [2] [3] . TFP have emerged to be of particular interest in the 25 opportunistic human pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa, as they promote surface motility, colonization, 26 biofilm formation, and surface sensing [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In P. aeruginosa, the semi-flexible polymers of TFP are based 27 on the major pilin (PilA) subunits whose extension is mediated by the PilB molecular motor and whose 28 retraction is mediated by the PilT motor 2, 3 . The structures of TFP and the components that build them 29 have been well characterized by static methods such as electron microscopy 12 . However, the behaviors 30 mediated by TFP rely on their dynamics and no quantitative model has been proposed to date to explain 31 how cycles of extension and retraction are controlled. For example, even after decades of research by 32 many groups, fundamental questions like whether there is a molecular ruler that sets TFP length or 33 whether pilus extension/retraction are triggered or stochastic have remained unanswered. 34
The major hurdles to describing TFP dynamics are the limitations of current approaches for 35 visualizing pili. For example, TFP were first imaged by electron microscopy, but this method can only be 36 performed on fixed or frozen cells such that dynamics are lost [13] [14] [15] . Optical tweezers, atomic force 37 microscopy, micropillar assay and traction force microscopy are techniques to measure pilus retraction 38 forces and also yield information about retraction dynamics, but in an indirect way and only for pilus 39 retraction 4, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . A recent study used interferometric imaging to directly image pili in living cells, but this 40 technique generates a strong halo around the cell that overshadows any pili that are shorter than ~3Page 3 microns 22 . Despite the limitations of these approaches, they have led to several competing models for 42 how the switch between TFP extension and retraction is controlled. A cryo-EM study did not observe 43 motors at the base of unpiliated structures, suggesting that the motors do not remain bound after TFP 44 retraction 12 . Meanwhile, an interferometry study focusing on the longest subpopulation of TFP suggested 45 that TFP retraction is triggered by surface association 22 . However, the inability to directly visualize the 46 dynamics of the entire TFP population previously limited the ability to directly test these models. 47
Here we addressed the above limitations by directly fluorescently labeling the TFP of P. 48 aeruginosa. Fluorescent labeling of TFP was first achieved with non-specific labeling of extracellular 49 proteins 23 . However, similar to the interferometry approach, this surface labeling approach led to a strong 50 halo from staining of the cell body that prevented analysis of short pili. More recently, TFP from 51
Caulobacter crescentus and Vibrio cholerae were directly labeled by introducing a reactive cysteine 52 residue into the pilin sequence [24] [25] [26] . Here we apply this approach to P. aeruginosa and use it to perform 53 the first direct quantitative analysis of full TFP extension and retraction cycles of individual pili. We go 54 on to develop and test quantitative models for the behaviors we observe. We show that TFP production 55 rate, length, and dynamics can be fully explained by the mutually exclusive stochastic binding of the 56 extension and retraction motors, and that this stochasticity persists in the presence or absence of surface 57 association. 58
59

Results
60
Quantifying TFP dynamics reveals that P. aeruginosa makes mostly short pili that are highly dynamic 61
We fluorescently labeled the major protein of the P. aeruginosa pilus fiber (PilA) by introducing 62 a cysteine point mutation, A86C, that we then labeled with the thiol-reactive maleimide dye Alexa488-63 mal ( Supplementary Figure 1) 24 . To check that this mutation does not disrupt TFP function, we analyzed 64 twitching motility. Using a standard stab agar twitch assay, we show the PilA-A86C mutant twitches at 65 levels close to wild type on the population level (Supplementary Figure 1) . We then looked at individual 66 cells confined between a 0.5% agarose pad and the cover slip and found that cells in this condition twitch 67 actively (Supplementary Movie 1), indicating that the PilA-A86C mutation is functional. We used this 68 configuration for all our experiments unless stated otherwise. 69
The fluorescent labeling strategy resulted in bright images of dynamic pili with high contrast 70 (Fig. 1a,b and Supplementary Movie 2). Having established that we can label TFP without disrupting 71 their function, we first counted the number of pili that individual cells make in a single snapshot and 72
Page 4 confirmed previous reports that used electron microscopy to show that only a minority of cells (<25%) 73 are piliated at any given time 15,27 . However, when we then imaged single cells for a period of ~30 74 seconds, we found that >80% of cells form at least one pilus (Fig. 1c) . We quantified the rate of pilus 75 production, R p , in individual cells and found a very broad distribution between 0 and 35 pili per minute, 76 with a characteristic rate for a typical cell of 8 min -1 (Fig. 1d) . Whereas static imaging suggested that pili 77 are only made by a small subpopulation of P. aeruginosa cells 15, 27 , our dynamic imaging suggests that 78 nearly all P. aeruginosa cells make short-lived highly-dynamic pili. 79
To further quantify TFP behavior we measured the distribution of pilus lengths (Fig. 1e) . We 80 found that the pilus length (L p ) also exhibits a wide distribution between 0.3 m (limited to optical 81 resolution) and 8 m, with a characteristic length for a typical pilus of 0.8 m. We note that this result 82 differs from the only other quantitative study of Pseudomonas pilus lengths which observed only pili 83 longer than 3 m 22 . However, the interferometric imaging technique used in that study could not detect 84 pili shorter than the halo produced by the cell itself (2 -3 m). Our direct labeling approach supports the 85 hypothesis that most P. aeruginosa extend short, short-lived pili. 86
87
TFP extension and retraction events can be discontinuous 88
The ability to directly label pili enabled us to analyze the extension and retraction dynamics of 89 individual pili. A typical pilus had a median extension speed of v ext = 500 nm/s and a median retraction 90 speed v ret = 750 nm/s (Fig. 1f) . These rates are in agreement with a previous study that measured 91 extension and retraction velocities in P. aeruginosa 23 , further validating that our measurements reflect the 92 physiologically-relevant behaviors of P. aeruginosa TFP. 93
An analysis of the durations of extension and retraction proved more surprising. We analyzed the 94 entire extension-retraction cycle by tracing the tips of pili relative to the cell body over time and defining 95 periods of extension, dwelling, and retraction (see Methods and Supplementary Figure 2) . A typical pilus 96 extends for about T ext = 2 seconds, then dwells for less than T d = 1 second, and finally retracts all the way 97 back ( Fig. 1g and Supplementary Movie 3) . We also observed unexpected patterns of extension and 98 retraction. In 15 out of 196 dwell events, an extension event was followed by another extension (Fig. 1h  99 and Supplementary Movie 4). Similarly, in 11 out of 127 retraction events, the pilus stalled during the 100 retraction, resulting in another dwell event, followed by continued retraction as shown in Fig. 1i To understand the mechanisms that control pilus dynamics and the biophysical basis for our 125 surprising findings we next sought to understand how the switch between TFP extension and retraction is 126 coordinated. A prominent hypothesis is that TFP retraction is triggered by mechanical contact of the pilus 127 tip with a surface 12, 22 . To test this model, we compared the TFP dynamics of cells in two different 128 conditions: cells confined between agarose and a coverslip (surface-associated), and cells prevented from 129 contacting a surface by holding them 5 m above the cover slip using an optical trap (liquid-trapped) 130 (Fig. 2a) . In addition to holding the bacteria away from the surface, the line-scanning optical trap (Fig. 2d) . It is 142 possible that we did not observe a difference in the fraction of retracting pili because surface-association 143 accelerates the timing between extension and retraction, in which case TFP would retract eventually even 144 without a mechanical trigger signal. To test this hypothesis, we quantified the time each TFP dwells 145 between when the extension comes to a halt and the retraction starts. If the contact with a surface 146 stimulates pilus retraction the distribution of dwells times should be shorter for surface-associated cells. 147
However, the distributions of dwell times for both conditions were indistinguishable from each other (Fig.  148   2e) . Similarly, the distributions of TFP length were indistinguishable in both conditions (Fig. 2f) , 149
indicating that surface contact also does not stop TFP extension. We therefore conclude that the dynamics 150 of the switch between pilus extension and retraction are indistinguishable whether or not a surface is 151 present.
Page 7 After the surprising result that TFP dynamic are unaffected by the presence of a surface we 167 considered other mechanisms that could explain the switch between extension and retraction. A recent 168 cryo-EM study suggested that only one type of motor, extension or retraction, is bound to the pilus 169 machine at any given time 12 . This indicates that both motors must compete for the binding to the 170 machine. Furthermore, the distributions of the maximum pilus length, the rate of pilus production, and the 171 dwell time between extension and retraction are exponential in shape ( binding of an antagonistic extension or a retraction motor to the pilus base in a mutually exclusive 175 manner. We note that the only assumptions of this model are that each motor has a finite probability to 176 bind the unbound pilus machine, and that no more than one motor can be bound at a given time (Fig. 3a) . 177
This stochastic model for TFP dynamics includes six independent parameters: the extension and 178 retraction speed of the pili (v ext and v ret ), the binding and unbinding rates of the extension motors (k ext,on 179 and k ext,off ), and the binding and unbinding rates of the retraction motors (k ret,on and k ret,off ). The extension 180 and retraction speeds were directly measured (Fig. 1f) . In the following, we show how each of the other 181 rates can be estimated from our data (see Fig. 3 and Methods for details). We then use our model to make 182 quantitiative preditions that we validate experimenally and show how the model makes the unexpected 183 prediction that the main limiting factor for pilus dynamics is the unbinding of the retraction motor. 184
The duration of each pilus extension event is equal to how quickly the extension motor becomes 185 unbound. Thus, the unbinding rate of the extension motor can be derived from the characteristic 186 The relationship between the unbinding rate of the retraction motor and the duration of retraction 190 events is more complicated. For the majority of retraction events, the pilus becomes fully retracted so we 191 cannot tell when the retraction motor becomes unbound. We do, however, observe a number of retraction 192 events that are interrupted by a dwell period, suggesting that the retraction motor became unbound during 193 these events. We observe such events with a probability of 11 partial retractions out of 127 total events 194 (9%). These events represent the short-time tail of the distribution of unbinding times. To account for all 195 retraction events, we used a maximum likelihood approach to find the characteristic time constant of 196 unbinding that best accounts for the full distribution of both complete and partial retraction events. We 197 note that the only assumption in this approach is that the retraction unbinding times are exponentially 198 distributed, which is consistent with all our other pilus measurements. As detailed in the Methods and 199 Table 4 for sample sizes and number of replicates).
220
To validate our model and parameters, we sought to use the model to predict the ratio of partial to 221 full retractions. We simulated cycles of extension and retraction of individual pili using the Monte Carlo 222 velocities (referred to as MCS, see Methods). From those numbers, we calculated the expected length of 224 each pilus and determined if its retraction time was enough to fully retract it, i.e., if the retraction gave 225 rise to a partial or full retraction. We compared our simulated distribution of partial retractions (Fig. 3d,  226 yellow dashed) and full retractions (Fig. 3d, yellow) to our experimental findings and found good 227 agreement. As a further verification, we analyzed an independent set of data that was not used to estimate 228 the model's parameters and found that the resulting pilus lengths agreed well with our model's simulated 229 results (Fig. 1e) . 230
231
The effect of a retraction motor mutant on discontinuous retractions is accurately predicted by the 232
stochastic TFP model 233
To further support our model we used a genetic approach to test one of its predictions. The model 234 suggested that if TFP extension and retraction speeds are independent of motor binding rates, a mutant 235 that reduces retraction speed should show more partial retraction events because TFP need more time to 236 complete a full retraction. To test this prediction we analyzed pilus dynamics in a point mutant (PilT-237 H222A) in the ATPase activity of the PilT retraction motor that affects pilus retraction speed 29 . We first 238 confirmed that PilT-H222A pili retract three times slower compared to WT, while the pilus extension 239 speed and all four binding/unbinding rates remain indistinguishable from WT (Supplementary Figure  240 3,5). We then measured the fraction of partial retractions of PilT-H222A pili, and indeed found that they 241 increased relative to WT (Fig. 4a) . We also performed a simulation in which we reduced v ret threefold but 242 left all the other parameters unchanged and observed good agreement between this simulation and our 243 experimental results with PilT-H222A (Fig. 4b) . These results show that the discontinuous pilus retraction 244 can be explained quantitatively by the stochastic binding and unbinding of the pilus motors.
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254
The switch between extension and retraction is governed by the stochastic binding and unbinding of 255
both motors 256
We next sought to use our quantitative framework to determine how TFP switch between 257 extension and retraction. Based on our observations and recent cryo-EM and interferometric imaging data 258 we tested three competing models 12,22 : One hypothesis is that both the binding and unbinding of the 259 retraction motor are purely stochastic and independent of the presence of the pilus itself (Model 1: The 260 stochastic model). A second possibility is that the retraction motor can only bind to the machine if a pilus 261 is present, but unbinds in a stochastic manner whether or not the pilus has fully retracted (Model 2: The 262 pilus-dependent model). A third possibility is that the retraction motor both only binds if a pilus is present 263 and unbinds as soon as the pilus is fully retracted (Model 3: The pilus-sensing model). These three 264 models make different predictions for the TFP production rate. Due to the rapid on rate and slow 265 dissociation rate of the retraction motor compared to the extension motor, Model 1 predicts that the pilus 266 machine is occupied by the retraction motor most of the time. Because the extension and retraction 267 motors compete for binding to the pilus machinery, this suggests that the rate of pilus production is 268 primarily limited by the retraction motor. In Models 2 and 3 the retraction motor does not bind the 269 unpiliated machine, and thus the extension motor can bind more frequently, resulting in more pilus 270 extension events compared to Model 1. Furthermore, since the retraction motor unbinds after the pilus is 271 fully retracted in Model 3, we would expect to see the largest number of pili in this model. 272 To differentiate between these different behaviors of the retraction motor, we again used the 273
Monte Carlo method (see Methods) to simulate cycles of the stochastic binding and unbinding of the 274 extension and retraction motors using each of the three models (Fig. 5a) . We counted the number of pilus 275 extension events per pilus machine in a 60 second time window in the simulation and found that for the 276 simple stochastic model (Model 1), the pilus production rate was approximately exponentially distributed 277 with typically one pilus event per minute (Fig. 5c) . The simulations for Models 2 and 3 were distinctively 278 different from those of Model 1 as both Models 2 and 3 displayed a more Gaussian distribution peaking 279 between 3 pili per minute (Model 2) and 6 pili per minute (Model 3). 280
To experimentally differentiate the three hypotheses, we measured the pilus production rates of 281 individual pilus machines and compared these results to the simulated distributions from the three models. 282
Measuring the pilus production rate of individual machines is experimentally challenging because a pilus 283 machine is only 15 to 20 nm in diameter and neighboring complexes can be closer together than the 284 conventional optical resolution limit 12 . To tackle this problem, we used live-cell super-resolution 285 microscopy and looked at maximum projections of entire movie stacks ( Fig. 5b and Supplementary  286 Movie 11). Due to the strong curvature at the poles, pili originating from close-by machines (roman 287 numerals in Fig. 5b ) emanate at different angles and can be more easily distinguished. We thus analyzed 288 changes in intensity along a line just outside the cell circumference (transparent curve, Fig. 5b ) in a 289 kymograph (Supplementary Figure 6b) . By assigning each pilus extension event to the machine from 290 which it emanated, we were able to count the frequency of pilus extension events per individual machine 291 (Supplementary Figure 6c) . We found that pilus extension frequency was exponentially distributed with 292 an average of roughly one pilus extension events per minute. Qualitatively, these data agreed well with 293 the simple stochastic model (Model 1), but were incompatible with both Models 2 and 3 since these 294 distribution have a different shape (Fig. 5c) . 295
The only deviation between our Model 1 simulation and the experimental results is for production 296 rates ≥ 4 pili min -1 . We suggest that this small deviation can be attributed to our finite imaging resolution. 297
This resolution limit makes it difficult to distinguish if two short pili emanate from the same machine or 298 from two nearby complexes, which in turn leads to a systematic overestimation of pilus extension 299 frequency. Nevertheless, we quantitatively tested if this deviation is statistically significant and performed 300
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests that compare the simulations for each model using the mean 301 binding/unbinding rates and their lower and upper bounds separately to the experimental data. Model 1 302 has P < 0.05 for the mean binding/unbinding rates, P < 0.001 for the lower bound of these rates and P > 303 0.05 for their upper bounds. Models 2 and 3 yield P > 0.05 for all combinations of the rates. This 304 confirms the qualitative result that Model 1 can best explain the experimental data and further indicatesPage 13 that our estimates for the binding and unbinding rates of the motors might be slightly higher than the 306 actual binding and unbinding rates. Together, our findings support the conclusion that the switch between 307 pilus extension and retraction is stochastic and that the rate of pilus production is limited by the slow 308 unbinding step of the retraction motor. 309 310 Here we fluorescently labeled the TFP of P. aeruginosa and quantified the extension and 326 retraction cycles of individual pili. We confirmed previous findings of pilus extension and retraction rates 327 and the number of piliated cells at any given time. However, we also made the surprising finding that 328 cells make many more and much shorter pili than previously appreciated. For example, while prior 329 studies have focused on long pili (> 3 m) that can be detected by interferometry, we showed that pili are 330 predominantly shorter than 1 m 22,23 . Further, we were able to show that pili are highly dynamic: a 331 typical cell makes a new pilus every 5 -10 seconds and retracts each pilus rapidly. Moreover, both 332 extension and retraction can be discontinuous. By quantitatively comparing different models for the 333 switch between extension and retraction we were able to show that only the stochastic binding and 334 unbinding of extension and retraction motors is able to quantitatively explain all TFP dynamics, and that 335 these behaviors are not altered by the presence of a surface. Below we discuss the molecular, biophysical, 336
and physiological implications of these findings. 337
The model we propose here is minimal in its nature and relies only on the presence of extension and 338 retraction motors and their stochastic interactions with the pilus machine. We suggest that cells can tune 339 the binding and unbinding rates that we present here to alter pilus dynamics. An interesting conclusion 340 from our results is that the major throttle of pilus extension is the low unbinding rate of the retraction 341 motor. In Myxococcus xanthus, only one pole is piliated leading to directed twitching motility. In 342 agreement with our model, retraction motors localize predominately to the lagging pole that does not 343 make TFP while extension motors localize to the piliated leading pole 30 . In contrast, our finding that the 344 retraction motors likely remain bound to the pilus machines well after pilus retraction is complete does 345 not agree with the interpretation of a cryo-EM study of M. xanthus in which the retraction motor's 346 electron density was not seen bound to unpiliated machines 12 . This discrepancy could be due to an 347 artifact introduced during the interpretation of the cryo EM pictures or during sample preparation. 348
Another possibility is that TFP dynamics differ across species. Future structural studies in P. aeruginosa 349 and TFP dynamics measurements in M. xanthus should help understand these differences. We also note that our model abstracts the extension and retraction motors. In P. aeruginosa, PilB 368 is the only known extension motor, PilT is considered the primary retraction motor, and PilU has been 369 shown to affect retraction 22, 38 . Our analysis confirms that PilU is indeed not needed for retraction but 370 does affect retraction speed (Supplementary Figure 6) . Recent studies also suggest that these motors may 371 have more complicated interactions 38, 39 , and in the future our model could help tease apart the specific 372 contributions of different mutants to the extension and retraction cycle. 373
Our findings show that while most P. aeruginosa make many pili, these cells have tuned the 374 affinities and rates of the extension and retraction motors to generate short pili that are rapidly and fully 375 retracted. However, this also prevents individual pilus machines from rapidly extending new pili after a 376 retraction event, such that frequent pilus extension requires the presence of multiple pilus machines. We 377 suggest that tuning the pilus parameters to increase retraction events benefits P. aeruginosa by enhancing 378 surface interactions such as the displacement required for twitching motility. Frequent pilus retraction 379 also allows planktonic cells to efficiently sample the environment for the presence of a surface. Once a 380 pilus is bound and retracts under load, subsequent downstream signaling activates transcriptional 381 programs associated with a surface bound lifestyle 5, 11, 25, 32, 40 . Similarly, tuning the parameters to ensure 382 that most pili are fully retracted enhances pilus subunit recycling to the membrane, thereby enhancing the 383 rate of new pilus production. Thus, our findings support the hypothesis that P. aeruginosa has evolved to 384 maximize its pilus budget for interaction with surfaces. In the future it will be interesting to see how 385 regulatory elements such as the Pil-Chp two-component system or second messenger mediated 386 modifications can alter the base rates described here 32,35-37 . Further, it is likely that other species with 387 other physiological demands and constraints modulate the kinetics of motor binding to change pilus 388 length, number, and dynamics to achieve other functions, like cell-cell interactions or DNA uptake.
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Methods 390
Strains, plasmids, growth conditions, and cloning. The bacterial strains, plasmids, and primers used in 391 this study are described in Supplementary Tables 1 -3 used at the following concentrations: 200 g/ml carbenicillin in liquid (300 g/ml on plates) or 10 g/ml 399 gentamycin in liquid (30 g/ml on plates) or 10 g/ml anhydrotetracycline in liquid for Pseudomonas and 400 100 g/ml carbenicillin in liquid (100 g/ml on plates) or 30 g/ml gentamycin in liquid (30 g/ml on 401 plates) for E. Coli. 402
The fliC deletion and PilA-Cysteine knock-in strains were generated using two-step allelic 403 exchange 42 . Briefly, the fliC cloning vector was created by digesting the pEXG2 backbone with the 404 HindIII HF restriction enzyme (NEB). 500 bp of the flanking regions up-and downstream of fliC were 405 PCR amplified using primer pairs DfliC_P1/2 and Dflic_P3/4. Both products were then joined using 406 sewing PCR with primers Dflic1/4 and subsequently digested with HindIII HF. The product was then 407 ligated into the pEXG2 backbone using T4 DNA ligase (NEB). The PilA-Cysteine knock-in vectors were 408 created similarly by amplifying the 500 bp flaking regions up-and downstream of the mutation site using 409 primers pilA-XYYC, where XYY stands for the name and location of the original residue. The 410 overlapping primers were chosen as reverse complement containing the point mutation. After ligation, the 411 cloning vectors were electroporated into E. Coli and the correct mutation was confirmed using PCR and 412 sanger sequencing with primers pEXG2_Ver1/2. For mating, 1.5 ml E. coli containing the vector were 413 grown to OD 0.5. The P. aeruginosa parental strain was grown overnight, and 0.5 ml culture was diluted 414 1:2 into fresh LB and incubated for 3 hours at 42 °C. Both cultures were concentrated into 100 l and 415 spotted onto an LB agar plate and incubated overnight at 30 °C. The puddle was scrapped off, 416 resuspended into 150 l PBS, spread onto a VBMM plate containing 30 g/ml gentamycin and incubated 417 24 hours at 37 °C. Six single colonies from the VBMM plate were struck onto NSLB and incubated for 418 24 hours at 30 °C. Several single colonies from the NSLB plate were screened for the correct mutation 419 using PCR amplification with the flaking primers and sanger sequencing.
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The chromosomal tetracycline (tet) inducible pilT-H222A mutant was constructed in two steps: 421 first, the plasmid pMK47 containing an inducible mKate2 construct was constructed by digesting the 422 pUC18-mini-Tn7T-LAC vector with NsiI and Eco53kI restriction enzymes (NEB) 43 . A tet regulation 423 cassette was PCR amplified from plasmid pXB300 44 using primers pMK47_F1.For and pMK47_F1.Rev 424 and the gene coding for the fluorescent protein mKate2 was amplified from plasmid pPaQa 5 using 425 primers pMK47_F2.For and pMK47_F2.Rev. All three fragments were joined using Gibson assembly. 426
Next, plasmid pMK73 was made by PCR amplifying the backbone of plasmid pMK47 containing the tet 427 inducible construct using primers pMK47BB.For and pMK47BB.Rev. The PilT-H222A fragment was 428 generated by a two-step PCR amplification: first, the regions up-downstream of the mutated residue were 429 amplified using primer pairs pMK73F1.For / PilT_H222A_P2 and PilT_H222A_P3 / pMK73_Flag, 430 introducing an additional Flag tag at the C-terminus of PilT. The overlapping primers were designed as 431 reverse complements containing the point mutation. Then, both fragments were joined using sewing PCR 432 with primers pMK73F1.For and pMK73F1.Rev. This fragment and the backbone were then joined using 433
Gibson assembly. Plasmid pMK47 and pMK73 were inserted into the chromosome of PAO1 by co-434 electroporation with plasmid pTNS2 43 . In brief, 10 ml of the parental strain was grown to late log phase 435 (OD 1.0), washed three times and then resuspended in 60 l 300 mM sucrose together with 600 ng of 436 pTNS2 and 600 ng of either pMK47 or pMK73. After electroporation, strains were recovered in 1 ml LB 437 for 2 hours at 37 C shaking and the entire reaction was plated onto LB agar containing 30 m/ml 438 gentamycin. Single colonies were verified using sanger sequencing. rates are independent of the piliation state. Thus, the retraction motor could bind to the base in a non-519 piliated state, in which case, it blocks the extension motor from binding. Binding or unbinding of a 520 protein to a substrate are described by a Poisson process. In brief, the probability Q(t) that the 521 binding/unbinding process of rate k does not occur until the time t has passed is described by the 522 differential equation Q(t+dt) = (1 -k dt) Q(t) with the initial condition Q(t = 0) = 1, which yields the 523 exponential decay Q(t) = exp(-kt). Therefore, the probability density to observe a binding/unbinding event 524 at time t, is given by P(t) = kQ(t) = k exp(-kt). If the experimental time resolution t* is finite, events 525 shorter than t* are missed which results in the shifted distribution P (t) = P(t) / P*(t*) = k exp(-k (t -t*)) 526 for t > t*, where
. Due to our sampling rate of 20 Hz which is fast compared to the 527 dynamics of the pilus, this shift is negligible except for the detection of multiple extension or retraction 528 events (Supplementary Figure 2) . 529
Binding rates of the motors. The binding rates of both proteins defines the dwell time between 530 extension stalls and the subsequent extension or retraction starts. To calculate k ext,on and k ret,on , we looked 531 into all identifiable pauses (extension-extension, extension-retraction, retraction-retraction) and their 532 dwell times. In our model, those pauses correspond to an unbound state of the base. The probability that 533 an extension/retraction motor binds at time t after the pause begins is given by Unbinding rate of the extension motor. In order to obtain k ext,off , we looked at the duration T ext of 541 all pilus extension events. The model predicts that the probability of observing an extension event lasting 542 for t = T ext follows an exponential distribution P(t) = k ext,off exp(-k ext,off t) (Fig. 2b) . By fitting the 543 exponential distribution to our experimental data, we obtained We further tested the 544 hypothesis that the data are drawn from an exponential distribution using a one-sample Kolmogorov-545 Smirnov (K-S) test, which yields P = 0.87 indicating that the data are not significantly different from an 546 exponential distribution, as expected. 547
Unbinding rate of the retraction motor. To obtain a meaningful estimation of k ret,off , we took into 548 account the entire data set of both partial and full retraction events, and computed the maximum 549
Page 21 likelihood estimate of k ret,off that maximizes the likelihood of observing all the events. The probability that 550 the retraction motor stays attached to the base after a pilus becomes fully retracted in time t full is P full (t full ) 551 = exp(-k ret,off t full ). The probability to observe a partial retraction where the retraction motor unbinds within 552 a time window t part -t to t part is given by P part (t part ) = exp(-k ret,off (t part -t)) -exp ( (Fig. 1e for pilus length, Fig. 2b for extension time, and Figs. 2d and 3b for 576 retraction time). For each simulated trajectory, we then randomly cut out a one-minute long trajectory and 577 counted the number of pili made in that one minute time window (see Fig. 3e ). 578
To test whether the experimentally obtained distribution of pilus production rate is consistent 579 with the simulated distributions of the three model, we performed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 580
Corresponding to the experimental data size, we computed the production rate for 10000 sets of 111 pilus 581 machines in simulations and calculated the distribution of the distance D between the cumulative 582 distribution of each individual simulation to the average of all simulations. We then measured the distance 583 D exp of the experimental distribution of pilus production rates to the same average of the simulation. This 584 allowed us to obtain a measure of the statistical significance of our experimental data. Specifically, we 585 defined the P-value as the probability of D > D exp . Here, the null hypothesis is that the experimental data 586 is generated by the particular model. Consequently and opposite to a standard T-test, a large P-value (P > 587 0.05) means the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and hence is a good fit between the data and the 588 simulation while a small P-value (P < 0.01) indicates that the simulation is unlikely to reproduce the 589 experimental data. To include the uncertainty of the experimental measurements of binding and unbinding 590 rates, we calculated P-values for each model using the mean of the estimated rates, the lower bounds and 591 the upper bounds. For Model 1, we obtained P < 1e-6, P = 0.02, P = 0.40 for the lower bound, the mean, 592 and the upper bound of the rates respectively. For Model 2 and 3 we obtained P < 1e-6 for all 593 combinations of rates. For the ease of reading, we converted these P-values to regular P-values in the 594 main manuscript, i.e., P < 1e-3 and P > 0.05 of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are converted to P > 0.05 595 and P < 0.001, respectively, in the main manuscript text. 596
